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51

Gives $9 billion to build
and improve schools

The Yes say the schools badly
need it; it's been 10 years. The No
say it won't go to the schools that
need it most.

YES

NO

52

Continues a mechanism
that makes money for
hospitals

This creates $3B from federal
matching grants that get used by
hospitals + Medi-Cal. No group
opposes this measure.

YES

NO

53

Requires large
infrastructure projects to
be voter approved

The Yes say this will prevent
poorly planned projects. The No
say local projects shouldn't be
put up for state vote.

YES

NO

54

Requires that before being
voted on, bills be put on
the internet

The Yes say this necessary
transparency. The No say it will
make bills more susceptible to
special interests.

YES

NO

Extends an income tax for
high income earners

The Yes say this is needed for the
education budget. The No call for
tax reform; tax was necessary in
2012; no longer.

YES

NO

56

Increases the
tobacco tax by $2

The Yes say this will further
reduce smoking and include
vaporizers. The No say it burdens
the poor.

YES

NO

57

Makes it easier for nonviolent offenders to get
parole

The Yes say this will help
incentivize rehabilitation. The No
say we shouldn't be releasing
these criminals.

YES

NO

58

Gives local control to
schools on whether to
teach in bilingual

The Yes say schools should be
able to teach in bilingual. The No
say previous legislation has
worked in assimiliation.

YES

NO

59

Tells the state gov't what
you think about Citizens
United ruling

The Yes say this will send an
important message to Congress.
The No say we shouldn't be
voting on this.

YES

NO

55
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60

Requires pornstars to
wear condoms

The Yes say this will protect
performers from HIV. The No say
this is poorly written and puts
performers in legal risk.

YES

NO

Might lower drugs
for state agencies

The Yes say this will save taxpayers a lot of money. The No say
this won't work. Drug companies
will just jack prices.

YES

NO

Repeals the death
penalty

The Yes say capital punishment
is broken and expensive. The No
say the these are the worst
criminals.

YES

NO

Creates stricter laws
around ammunition

The Yes say this will close
loopholes in earlier laws. The No
say this won't make us any safer;
just gov't overreach.

YES

NO

64

Legalizes marijuana

The Yes say this will regulate the
already prevalent drug. The No
say we're not yet ready: driving
risks, youth use.

YES

NO

!!

65

Redirects the 10 cent
bag fee to an
environmental fund

The Yes say this is why people
don't want plastic bags anyways.
The No say this prop is a ploy by
the bag industry.

YES

NO

!

66

Speeds up the
appeals process for
the death penalty

The Yes say capital punishment
is broken and needs to be fixed.
The No say this won't fix it.

YES

NO

!!

67

Bans plastic bags
statewide

This was already passed by the
State Legislature. The Yes say,
"Come on already." The No say
this is just profit for grocers.

YES

NO

61
!

62
63

!

If both Prop 62 and 66 pass, the one with the most
YES votes takes priority over the other.

!!

If both Prop 65 and 67 pass, and 65 has more Yes
votes, then a clause in Prop 65 could negate 67.
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